
•  Cures in 24 hours

• High compression strength of 11,400psi

•  Exceptional bond strength on concrete is stronger 
than the compression strength of the concrete

•  Easily adjustable thickness allows for self-leveling 
and non-slump repairs

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 WAREHOUSE & DISTRIBUTION

 • Warehouses and distribution 
centers use dock levelers to bridge 
and level the gap between trucks 
and the dock floor.  Damaged 
supporting concrete compromises 
dock levelers and is unsafe.

• Concrete repair contractors 
charged one distribution center $1200 to repair the concrete 
surrounding a leveler.  The door was kept out of service for 
10 days. Two months later, the repair failed.

•  Mega-Crete repair compound created a lasting repair 
utilizing in-house staff.  They removed the failed repair, 
built a form, mixed and applied Mega-Crete.  After just 
one day, the repair and the dock were back in service. It 
has been in place for more than 20 months and is still 
performing.

APPLICATION STEPS

APPLICATION STORY

Remove all cracked or damaged concrete.

Repairs made on unsupported concrete must use existing 
reinforcement or add steel dowel 
reinforcements 

Cut a clean edge at the perimeter to a 
minimum depth of 3/8” - then grind or 
chisel the remaining concrete within 
the perimeter 3/8” deep and toward the 
damaged area.

Remove embedded dust in the ground area using a power wire 
brush or power washer and allow to dry.

Use a brush to prime the edges and the 
perimeter of the repair area with a small 
amount of mixed Mega-Crete base and 
activator. 

Frame the corners and walls with plywood 
forms covered with sheet plastic.  (Spray 
Dura-Lube aerosol onto the PE to facilitate later removal.)

For repairs where Mega-Crete will be poured more than 3” 
deep, mix to a 4:1 mix ratio (thinner mixtures may get too hot 
while curing). Limit build up thickness to 6” deep. Successive 
pours can be made after waiting 2 hours between pours.

  Dock Leveler Foundation Repair 
   MEgA-CRETE™ CONCRETE REPAIR COMPOUND 
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Additional Applications
• Isolation joint repairs

•  Construction joint and relief joint 
repairs

• Crack repairs

• Spall repairs

• Damaged steps

• Anchoring hand rails

Code Description              
575-6-1500   Mega-Crete Concrete Repair 

Compound, 50lb kit

Accessories
750-2-9006  Graduated measuring cup, 1 pint
800-0-0276  Glue brush, short stiff bristle
600-2-5603  Dura-Lube™ aerosol (silicone spray)
876-3-5000  Dia-Cut™ cutting wheel
876-3-4602  Dia-Cut™ concrete grinding wheel
876-3-4611  Cut Guard Dust Collection System
876-3-4600  Universal Dust Collector

 

Cost Savings Summary 
 

Date: June 2012 

Repair Problem: Dock Leveler Concrete Support Repair 

Customer Type: Warehouse Distribution Center 

Original Repair Procedure and Result: 

A customer in Cincinnati paid $1200 for a turnkey dock leveler repair that caused 
the dock to be out of service for 10 days and only held up for two months. The 
customer had 5 more dock doors with similar damage and was quoted 
$1000/dock repair. 

Estimated Cost of Outside Activity Repairing 6 Dock Levelers: $6200 

Repair Procedure with Partsmaster Products and Results: 

Customer’s maintenance group made the repairs in-house using Mega-Crete. It 
took half a day’s work to repair one dock. Our sales rep was there to train their 
crew how to make the first repair. The repair went so well and the customer felt 
comfortable enough with how easy the repair was that they bought more Mega-
Crete and repaired the remaining 5 dock levelers. 3-days total labor cost plus 4 
kits of Mega-Crete totaled $1765. 

Estimated Cost for Repairing 6 Dock Levelers Using Mega-Crete: $1765 

Additional Comments: 

Using Mega-Crete and their own maintenance crew allowed them to use their 
dock within 24 hours and the contractor’s repair required 10 days downtime 
before reopening the dock. The contractor’s repair only lasted two months. The 
Mega-Crete repairs are still in service and have been for more than 20 months. 

Estimated Savings: $4435 
 

 


